English – The Firework-Maker’s Daughter and

Topic

Monster Stones.


I can plan my writing by discussing it.



I can use paragraphs to organise my



writing.


I can use heading and subheadings.



I can identify features of a play script.



I can write a play script.



I can identify the features of an



information text.
I can create an information poster.

I can locate different land features including
hills and mountains, and understand how some of

Maths


I can add and subtract numbers with up to three
digits, using formal written methods of columnar
addition and subtraction.



I can estimate the answer to a calculation and use
inverse operations to check answers and solve
problems, including missing number problems, using

these aspects have changed over time.



I can describe and understand how volcanoes and
earthquakes occur. Use maps, atlases and globes
to locate and describe these features.

number facts, place value, and more complex addition
and subtraction.
I can recall and use multiplication and division facts
for the 3, 4 and 8 tables. Calculate mathematical



statements for multiplication and division within the
multiplication tables and write them using the
multiplication (x), division (÷) and equals (=) signs.
I can solve problems involving multiplication and



PE

Year 3





I can develop flexibility strength,
them in combination in a range of

Music – I can identify how sounds are produced and
classified.

activities.
I can perform dances using a range of

Computing – I can understand networks including the
internet and how they provide multiple services and the
opportunities these offer.

movement patterns.

Science- Rocks and Fossils






Other Subjects

Natural Disasters

technique, control and balance and apply



division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition,
mental methods, and multiplication and division facts.

Art/DT

Spanish – I can recognise number 1-12 and the different
seasons.

I can compare and group different
kinds of rocks based on their



I can draw volcanoes.

PSHCE- I can recognise others feelings.

appearance and simple physical
properties
I can describe how fossils are formed
when things that have lived are
trapped within rock.



I can design a volcano.

RE- I can understand who can inspire us.



I can use papier Mache to create my
own volcano.



I can improve my mastery of art and
design techniques, including drawing,
painting and sculpture with a range

I can recognise that soils are made
from rocks and organic matter.

of materials.

International


I can identify where natural



disasters have happened.
I can identify the impact on the
countries.

